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Introduction In the present work we study molybdenum transport in an ICRF heated Al-

cator C-Mod discharge [1], using local gyrokinetic simulations and theoretical modeling [2,3]

including the effect of poloidal asymmetries and plasma elongation. The predictions of molyb-

denum peaking from the modeling is compared to values from reconstruction of experimental

measurements.

Experimental discharge We will examine the1.0− 1.2s time slice of the Alcator C-Mod

discharge 1120913016 with3MW hydrogen minority ICRH applied on the low-field-side. The

ICRH resonant layer is tangential to the flux surface atr/a= 0.38, wherer is the minor radius

anda the outermost minor radius. Molybdenum is an intrinsic impurity in Alcator C-Mod as

the main material of the first wall. To constrain impurity diffusivity it is also introduced using

a multi-pulse laser blow-off system in this discharge and its dynamics is tracked by multiple

radiation imaging diagnostics [1]. The sawtooth inversion radius of the plasma is located in

the region0.32 < r/a < 0.40, and an analysis of the SXR spectrograms indicates that no other

MHD activity is present. We assumenz/ne = 5× 10−4, where the exact concentration is not

critical as long as impurities are non-diluting trace,Znz/ne ≪ 1. We assume a charge state

Mo+32; one of the dominant charge states around mid-radius. Impurity measurements are taken

during the flat-top phases of the studied discharge, more than 200 ms after the ICRH has been

switched on. The molybdenum density profiles are reconstructed from crystal spectroscopy data

and we assume that the molybdenum temperature is equal to themain ion temperature.

The hydrogen minority fraction is almost constant atfH ≡ nH0/ne0 = 0.05 throughout the

analyzed radial domain, where the index ‘0’ refers to the flux-surface averaged density. The

on-axis toroidal magnetic field isB0 = 5.83 T. The normalized resonant magnetic field strength

is estimated asBc/B0 ≈ 0.89, with Bc being the ICRH resonant magnetic field. Further details

on the discharge are found in Ref. [4].

We will focus on the radial domainr/a=0.20–0.60, since this is a region where the ICRH has

a considerable impact on the minority temperature anisotropyαT ≡ T⊥/T‖. Here,T⊥ andT‖ are
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the perpendicular and parallel temperatures of the minority species. Within this radial domain

the electron-ion collision frequency varies betweenνei = 0.02–0.05 cs/a, with cs = (Te/mi)
1/2

being the ion sound speed. In our simulations collisions aremodeled by the Lorentz operator.

Furthermore, the effective normalized electron pressure is low,βe = 0.002–0.005, justifying an

electrostatic treatment. The moderate plasma rotation is neglected in our analysis. In particular

we will calculate the molybdenum peaking with theoretical modeling for two radial locations:

r/a= 0.38 tangential to the ICRH resonance andr/a= 0.56 intersecting the ICRH resonance.

Fluxes and mode characteristics The characteristics of the turbulence present in the stud-

ied discharge is analyzed withGYRO [5], neglecting the poloidal asymmetries arising from the

ICRH. The main plasma species remain almost unaffected by the poloidal asymmetries, only

impurities are affected due to their high charge, and since the impurities are in trace quanti-

ties they have a small impact on the turbulence. The Miller model equilibrium is used in our

simulations, withO (ǫ) corrections to the drift frequencies retained.

NonlinearGYRO simulations show that the main part of the fluxes are ITG driven in around

kyρs = 0.40 at both radial locations. The simulated electron energy fluxes conform with ex-

periments within uncertainties within±10 % variations ofa/LT i. The turbulent ion energy

fluxes fromGYRO are significantly higher than the experimental fluxes when only a trace Mo

is included, however they are sensitive to small changes in local plasma parameters, espe-

cially a/LT i. Using a more realistic ion composition ofB+5, Ar+18 andMo+32 in contents of

nB/ne =0.02, nAr/ne =10−3 andnMo/ne =2×10−4, resulting in a plasma effective charge of

Zeff = 1.90, reduces theGYRO ion energy fluxes significantly closer to the experimental values.

Performing a full sensitivity study to different plasma parameters, it is reasonable to believe that

the ion energy fluxes can be matched within their experimental uncertainty. However it seems

unlikely that bothQi andQe could be matched simultaneously without a multi-scaleGYRO

analysis.

The largestMo+32 fluxes are also driven atkyρs = 0.40. Comparing the turbulentMo+32

fluxes fromGYRO to neoclassicalMo+32 fluxes fromNEO [6] simulations we find thatΓGYRO
Mo

/ΓNEO
Mo

& 10. TheNEO simulations are performed taking into account both plasma rotation and

temperature anisotropy from ICRH. The size of the neoclassical fluxes is sensitive to plasma

rotation, but remains an order of magnitude smaller than thesize of the turbulent fluxes.

Molybdenum density peaking The effect of ICRH on the poloidal minority ion distribu-

tion was discussed in Refs. [2,7,8], and in Ref. [9] it was described how this could generate a

poloidal variation in the non-fluctuating potentialφE over a flux surface. The effect of the vary-

ing potential on turbulent impurity transport has been studied in Refs. [3,9,10] among others,
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but limited to the situation when the studied flux surface does not intersect the ICRH reso-

nance. In the present work the model for the potential is alsobased on Ref. [2], but we allow

the flux surface to intersect the ICRH resonance keeping a more general situation. Figure1 (a)

shows the non-fluctuating potential from the model at the twostudied radial locations, which

leads to a displacement of the impurity distribution towards the inboard side of the flux surface.

Figure1 (b) shows the impurity density asymmetry strength. The dash-dotted line shows the

numerically computed asymmetry of the single charge state of Mo+32, considering only the ef-

fect from the minority density variation on the flux surface from ICRH and assumingZeff = 1.8.

The discrepancy between model and experiment is reduced when rotation effects are retained

(dotted line). The remaining disagreement might be due to uncertainties in impurity content and

rotation speed (suggesting that either or both of these may be higher than their nominal values).

(a) (b)
(c)

Figure 1: (a) Non-fluctuating potential as function of poloidal angleat r/a = 0.38 (solid) andr/a = 0.56

(dashed). (b) Comparison of the experimentally observed (solid) and numerically computed poloidal asymme-

try due to ICRH only (dash-dotted) and with rotation retained (dotted). (c) Radial variation of theMo
+32 peaking

factor. Light and dark gray shaded areas represent the experimental values calculated using a less and a more re-

stricting set of assumptions on the uncertainties. Vertical bars mark the two studied radii. Arrows represent the

theoretical estimates for the peaking factor at these radial locations; from the left (blue arrows): with asymmetries,

from the right (red arrows): without asymmetries.

To studyMo+32 peaking we use the model of Ref. [3]. However, here we use an extended

analysis by allowing the flux surface to intersect the ICRH resonance and retaining plasma elon-

gation,κ. We assume a low-beta plasma and large-aspect-ratio, and neglect rotation and electro-

static trapping. The poloidally varying electrostatic potential is assumed to satisfyZeφE/Tz ∼

O (1) (valid for the studied discharge as seen in Fig.1 (a)), and sinceZ ≫ 1 this implies that

eφE/Tz ≪ 1. The potential gives rise to anE×B drift frequencyωE = −
ky
B

sθ

rκ

∂φE
∂θ

in the

linear gyrokinetic equation for the impurities. The equation is solved perturbatively in the small

parameterZ−1/2 ≪ 1, and the zero-flux impurity density gradienta/L0
nz (peaking factor) is

found from〈Γz〉= 0 where〈. . .〉 denotes flux surface average. From linearGYRO simulationsφ

andω are known. Further details on the model are found in Refs. [3,4].

To calculateMo+32 peaking we consider a single representative linear mode,kyρs = 0.40.
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Figure1 (c) shows the peaking factor atr/a = 0.38 andr/a = 0.56, whenφE is excluded (red

arrows) and included (blue arrows) in the model. The result is practically unaffected by the

inclusion of the potential atr/a= 0.38, while atr/a= 0.56 it is decreased froma/L0
nz = 0.93

to a/L0
nz = 0.49. One of the reasons for the weak effect atr/a= 0.38 is a moderate value of the

magnetic shears = 0.33, atr/a = 0.56 the magnetic shear iss = 0.78 and theEθ×Bϕ-drift is

stronger.O(ǫ) corrections are also found to be relevant when determining the size of the effect.

Figure1 (c) also shows experimental profiles (with uncertainties) of theMo+32 peaking factor

from the measured emission data. The profiles are constrained using the codesGENTRAN and

STRAHL, details on the method are found in Ref. [1]. At r/a = 0.38, the calculated peaking

factors fall within the more restrictive experimental range. However, the ones calculated for

r/a= 0.56 strongly underestimate the experimentalMo+32 peaking factor.

Discussion and conclusions Comparing the linear gyrokinetic model forMo+32 peaking

to experimental measurements, we find agreement in the innercore atr/a = 0.38 but a strong

discrepancy in the outer core atr/a = 0.56. The peaking is determined by some mechanism

not included in our model at the outer location. Centrifugal and Coriolis drift effects (and the

impact of rotation shear) have been neglected, but estimated to be small for the case we study.

To obtain such a large peaking factor as seen experimentallyfor r/a = 0.56, there should be

a drift frequency in the gyrokinetic equation several timeslarger than the diamagnetic drift

frequency. Pure neoclassical transport could generate such a large peaking, but simulations

show that neoclassical fluxes are an order of magnitude smaller than the turbulent. The radially

increasing importance of atomic physics processes, such asthe neutral fraction (which is not a

measured quantity) and ionization/recombination of the studied single charge state, could play

a role in the explanation. Another possibility would be thatthe discrepancy is due to a sawtooth

effect, but the inversion radius of the studied discharge iswell within r/a= 0.56.
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